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Utiliser des simulateurs de réseaux existants pour desréseaux de apteurs sans �ls, e�aes en énergie etauto-organisésRésumé : Dans e doument, nous omparons trois plateformes de simulation existantes(OPNET Modeler, Network Simulator 2, Georgia Teh Sensor Network Simulator). Notreétude omparative porte essentiellement sur la failité d'utilisation, le passage à l'éhelle,la failité d'implémenter un modèle de onsommation énergétique et la �nesse du modèlede propagation radio utilisé. Les onlusions de ette étude nous aident à hoisir uneplateforme de simulation pour évaluer des protooles d'auto-organisation e�aes en énergiepour réseaux de apteurs.Mots-lés : Réseaux de Capteurs sans Fils, Simulateurs.



Comparing Wireless Sensor Networks Simulators 31 Introdution and onstraintsWe are interested in evaluating power-aware self-organizing protools for Wireless SensorNetworks (WSNs). Although analyti methods are useful in many situations, the omplex-ity of modern networks ombined with the inability to apply simplifying assumptions inmany analysis problems (e.g., it is well known that Markovian tra� assumptions are ofteninappropriate and an lead to misleading results) limit the appliability of purely analytiapproahes [1℄.Nevertheless, as has been shown in [2, 3, 4℄, simulators do not always re�et the per-formanes of the proesses they model. Results are mainly orrupted by inauraies inthe physial model (interferenes, error models, power onsumption, . . . ). This does notmean simulations should not be used, they only stress out that simulation results only givea rough idea of what is really going on. What's more, as simulations are performed ondisrete topologies with disrete senarios, simulation an never be used in a validationapproah.Several simulation platforms exist. The aim of this paper is to ompare three of them(OPNET Modeler [5℄, Network Simulator 2 [6℄ and GTSNetS [7℄), in order to pik out theone that best ful�lls our needs.WSN are very onstrained, so are WSN simulators. As WSN ommuniate wirelessly, itis essential that the simulator embeds an aurate propagation model. What's more, de-pending on the �nal appliation, WSNs an be omposed of tens of thousands nodes, whihmeans simulator salability is important too. As WSNs are very appliation spei�,no standard solution an be used, or at least it should be possible to tune those solutions.Extensibility of the model is therefore essential. We are interesting in the power on-sumption of self-organizing protools, so a proper power onsumption model should beimplemented in the simulator. Finally, the simulator should be easy to use and to learn,and its ost should be kept as low as possible.2 OPNET ModelerOPNET Modeler [5℄ is a simulation environment developed and maintained by OPNETTehnologies, In. (NASDAQ: OPNT). Its aim is to enable users to evaluate how networkingequipment, ommuniations tehnologies, systems, and protools perform under simulatednetwork onditions. It is therefore mainly used by Servie providers (AT&T, BT, DeutsheTelekom, Frane Teleom, NTT DoCoMo . . . ), Entreprises (DaimlerChrysler, IBM GlobalServies, Mirosoft, Orale, Shneider Eletri . . . ), Network-Equipment Manufaturers (Al-atel, Ciso Systems, Intel Corporation, Motorola, Nokia . . . ) and Government & Defense(DARPA, Federal Aviation Administration, Federal Bureau of Investigation, NASA, NATO. . . ). It is a ommerial produt, and a liense is far from free. Use of a eduational liensein ooperation with an industrial partner is prohibited.The OPNETModeler simulation environment an be divided in three parts: the modelingenvironment, the simulation engine and the result olletor.
RR n° 6020



4 Watteyne

Figure 1: Modeling in OPNET is done using layers.2.1 The modeling environmentModeling is greatly simpli�ed by building the model hierarhially. As ommuniation hasbeen ut into several OSI layers [8℄, a model built using OPNET Modeler is omposed ofseveral interhangeable layers. It is for example very easy to modify the propagation modelbeing used by modifying the losure model parameter used in the emitting layer.The highest layer is the senario model. A senario is omposed of a node topology, andglobal simulation attributes.The node level model is desribed by a graphial representation of its proesses. Thoseproesses ommuniate using interrupts. Node level models also have attributes, suh asgeographi node position. An interfae is present to let the node level model ommuniatewith the higher model (the senario). This way, a node model attribute an be initializedby the senario when entering run-time, and this depending on whih senario is used.As in the node model, an interfae and attributes are present in the proess level model.The proess is desribed graphially by a states interonneted by onditional transitions.Time an only �ow in states. A transition is �red only when its given onditions are satis-�ed. What's more, it is possible to perform omputation on a given variable while �ring atransition, when entering a given state, or when leaving it. Three major ode bloks as de-�ned: SV (State Variable) whih desribed the proess variables, HB (Header Blok) whihdesribes the onditions to �re the transitions, and FB (Funtion Blok) whih ontains allthe funtions' bodies. FB is written in C programming language, with an added OPNETModeler funtion library. Choosing C as a programming language gives aess to all lassialC funtions (for manipulating �les, generating pseudo-random numbers . . . ). The layeredmodel struture is depited in Figure 1.2.2 The simulation engineOPNET Modeler is a disrete event simulator. The omplete system's behavior is repre-sented internally by a sequene of events. An given exeution time is attahed to eah event.INRIA



Comparing Wireless Sensor Networks Simulators 5During exeution, a list of upoming events is thus attahed to eah entity. When this ex-eution time is reahed, the proessing attahed to the events is performed, and the eventis removed from the list. A new event an be sheduled (i.e. attahed to the list) diretlyby using OPNET funtions, or indiretly for example when a proess reeives an interrupt.Even if the notion of disrete event simulation is internal to the simulator, it is importantfor the user as she or he an diretly interat using the appropriate funtions on the list ofevents (adding, removing, �ltering a given list of events).2.3 The result olletorThe OPNET Modeler environment also inludes a result olletor. This an alulate outputstatistis, and plot graphs while the simulation is running. Using spei� funtions, probesare plaed at the appropriate loations in the ode so as to measure a given value. Theseprobes feed the result olletor using vetorial or salar result �les. Afterward, OPNETModeler an plot those �les. Despite this integrated tool, we have not used it for its lak of�exibility. Indeed, you are bound to the funtions OPNET Modeler proposes, and it is forexample very unnatural to perform omplex post-simulation alulations. We have thereforedeided to ollet output data using standard C funtions, and writing data in output ASCII�les. Post-proessing and plotting an then be easily performed by software suh as gnuplot[9℄.2.4 The physial layer modelAs we have seen with [2℄, there is a great impat of the physial model on overall results inWSNs. So a good model of the radio interfae is essential. Radio interfae is represented inOPNET Modeler by a pipeline: the physial models (antenna gain, delays . . . ) are appliedsequentially on the 11 stage long pipeline. Eah of these stages is on�gurable, and this foremitting and reeiving radio entities.The on�gurable pipeline-based radio model (see Figure 2) makes it possible to suppressuninteresting phenomena (or phenomena whih are not taken into aount yet in a givenommuniation protool). For simple Unit Disk Graph transmission model, it is possibleto turn o� power ontrol (tagain, ragain, ragain model, power model), errors (error model,e model), and noise (bkgnoise model, snr model, ber model). The losure model parameterde�nes the atual propagation model, with mil_losure_dist being the unit disk graphmodel.2.5 Conlusions on OPNET ModelerThanks to our CITI's eduational liense, we have worked with OPNET Modeler. Even if ithas been primarily designed for network planning, it an be used easily for wireless ad-hoprotools providing its wireless extension is installed. The main advantage of this simula-tion platform is the ease of use. Indeed OPNET provides extensive doumentation, and a
RR n° 6020



6 Watteyne

Figure 2: Many parameters an be on�gured for the reeption side of the radio.
INRIA



Comparing Wireless Sensor Networks Simulators 7omprehensible graphial modeling interfae. Even with a mixture between pure graphi-al (senario and node model) and textual ode-based modeling (proess model), modelingstays straightforward. Nevertheless, there are ountless parameters and sometimes the linebetween model interfaes and global/loal parameters gets fuzzy, yielding to moments ofgreat onfusion.As for salability aording to [1℄ OPNET Modeler is able to model networks of severalhundreds to several thousand nodes. Of ourse salability depends on numerous parameterssuh as the model re�nement, available memory, proessing power, available time et. Wewill more spei�ally address salability in Setion 4.Despite the fat the propagation model seems orret, the lak of salability and theprie of a exploitation liense make us rejet OPNET Modeler as a simulation environment.3 Network Simulator 2Ns [6℄ is a disrete event simulator targeted at networking researh. Ns provides substantialsupport for simulation of TCP, routing, and multiast protools over wired and wireless(loal and satellite) networks.Ns began as a variant of the REAL network simulator in 1989 and has evolved substan-tially over the past few years. In 1995 ns development was supported by DARPA through theVINT projet at LBL, Xerox PARC, UCB, and USC/ISI. Currently ns development is sup-port through DARPA with SAMAN and through NSF with CONSER, both in ollaborationwith other researhers inluding ACIRI. Ns has always inluded substantial ontributionsfrom other researhers, inluding wireless ode from the UCB Daedelus and CMU Monarhprojets and Sun Mirosystems. For doumentation, see [10℄.Ns-2 is free and open-soure software. It is extensively used in eduational/researhinstitutions. Contributors are very numerous, so inluded pakages ome from very di�erentpeople. The main advantage is that ns-2 inludes utting-edge modeled protools. The maindrawbak is the omplexity of resulting group of pakages and the existene of untrakedbugs. The same happens for doumentation: despite an e�ort for entralizing information(for example in the new ns-2 manual [10℄), information/doumentation is still disseminatedon numerous Web sites. It is generally advies to seek information on the ns-2 dediatedforums, rather than written down manuals.Ns-2 has no graphial interfae, nor has it a layer modeling approah as OPNET Modelerfor example. This lak of ease of use an sare away potential users. ns-2 uses two omple-mentary objet-oriented programming languages, a idea known as split-language program-ming: C++ � a ompiled languages � is used for long and omplex run-time phases, whileOTL � a interpreted language � is slower but supports frequent parameter hanges.
RR n° 6020



8 Watteyne3.1 Modeling the radio interfae3.1.1 Radio propagation modelsNs was �rst dediated to simulating wired networks. Wireless support was made possibleby porting the CMU's Monarh group's mobility extension to ns. A node will only reeive asignal if it is reeived above a ertain power threshold. Reeption power is alulated thanksto a propagation model. Three standard propagation models are provided with ns-2. The�rst one is the Friss free spae model (Eq. 1), whih is not really realisti in everyday-use.The two-way ground e�et model onsiders the radio wave travels using two paths: thediret line of sight path and a path whih bounes o� the ground (Equation 2). A morerealisti model would inlude the random fading e�et, due to multipath propagation e�ets.We will not expliit those equations here.
Pr(d) =
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d4L
(2)3.1.2 Energy modelsBasi energy models are very simple in ns-2. The node has a buket of energy. When amessage is sent/reeived, some energy is taken out of the buket. When it empties, nomore messages an be sent nor reeived. This energy model is of ourse muh to sarefor Wireless Sensor Network appliations for example, as it only takes into aount thepaket-based model, and not the time-based model, nor the physial model (see Setion 1).3.2 Add-ons for ns-2Beause of the open-soure nature of ns-2 ontributions are added daily. We here give theexample of visualization tools.The "o�ial" visualization tool for ns-2 is alled Nam [11℄. Whereas is has been exten-sively used for researh on wired networks, it has not been extended for wireless visualization.Kurkowski et al. has reently proposed a visualization tool alled iNSpet [12℄ (see Figure3). The authors argue that this visualization tool an be used for (1) validating the aurayof a mobility model's output and/or the node topology �les used to drive the simulation; (2)validate the new versions of the NS-2 simulator itself; and (3) analyze the results of NS-2simulations.3.3 Conlusions on ns-2As for salability, aording to [13℄, on single proessor mahine, ns-2 an omfortablysimulate networks of about 1000 nodes with popular routing protools [13℄. We will desribesalability more in detail in 4. INRIA



Comparing Wireless Sensor Networks Simulators 9

Figure 3: iNSpet given you a fair idea of wait is going on in your network [drawn from [12℄℄.

RR n° 6020



10 WatteyneNs-2 looks like a very good andidate for evaluating power-aware self-organizing wirelesssensor networks protools. It is free and open-soure, whih means the ommunity of usersis ontinuously updating the simulator with the latest protools. Nevertheless, it is hardto use. What's more, for Wireless Sensor Network evaluation, ns-2 laks salability andsatisfatory energy models.4 Georgia Teh Sensor Network SimulatorThe Georgia Teh Network Simulator (GTNetS) is urrently developped by Pr. GeorgeRiley and his students. It is freely available online [7℄ and was �rst presented in 2003 [14℄.Before developping this new simulation environment, Pr. Riley was working on salabilityissues in simulating networks. Salability an be a main issue when trying to simulate wiredpeer-to-peer systems or wireless sensor networks omposed of tens of thousand nodes.Salability is limited mainly by available memory and omputation time. Another im-portant fator is how �ne-grained simulation models are built. As single proessor PC-likeomputer are very limited, it was interesting to study the feasibility of parallel simulation. A�rst attempt was the Parallel/Distributed Network Simulator in whih a runtime infrastru-ture was developed in order to make several ns-2 simulators running on separate mahinework together on the same simulation task (see Fig. 4). But the resulting arhiteture wasnot "natural", as ns-2 is not intended to be used in a distributed fashion, so GTNetS wasdeveloped. Its main goals are:� distributed simulation and salability� ease of use and extensibility� support for popular protools4.1 distributed simulation and salabilityIn GTNetS, a simulation is ut into a possible large number of smaller simulations, eah onesimulating a subset of the nodes. For nodes of one subset to be able to ommuniate withnode of another subset, related links need to be handled by two sub-simulators. These arealled remote-link, the attahed node are alled remote-nodes. Routing often involve havingrouting tables at eah node, but this leads to memory spae growing quadratially with thenumber of nodes. Therefore, routing tables are built inside the simulator on an on-demandbasis, using an optimization alled Nix-routing. Finally, not to over-utilize disk spae, loggedevents an be �ltered, in order for the resulting log-�le to be as small as possible.Salability of the GTNetS platform has been demonstrated in [15℄. Here GTNetS wasused to evaluate performane of the AODV wireless network routing protool. Study wasperformed on a up to 50,000 node network. Apart from this paper, simulation were run usingGTNetS on a 450 Mhz Sun UltraSPRAC-II mahine running the Solaris operating system,
INRIA



Comparing Wireless Sensor Networks Simulators 11

Figure 4: Building a arhiteture to link ns-2 simulators together is not an easy task [drawnfrom [1℄℄.

RR n° 6020



12 Watteyne
Figure 5: A paket is represented e�iently in GTNetS [drawn from [13℄℄.on a 17 mahine-wide Linux-based luster platform (136 CPUs), and on a 750 server-widesuperomputer at the Pittsburgh Superomputing Center (3000 CPUs).Although it is not this doument's primary sope, we will quikly desribe how GTNetSahieves good salability [13℄. Simulator salability is limited mainly by the amount ofmemory available (inluding virtual memory). Other limitations inlude limited disk spaefor log �le, and simulation run-time duration limitations. GTNetS has been designed with 3goals in mind: (1) reduing the event list size, (2) o�ering optimized memory managementand (3) reduing the size of the log �le. By reduing the number of events, simulation timeis redued. In order to do so, GTNetS uses FIFO reeive queues, abstrat paket queuingtehniques, and timers bukets. The overall memory footprint is redued by using NIx-vetor routing and optimizing the paket representation. Finally, the log �le size is reduedby allowing the user to de�ne exatly what has to be logged. What's more, built-in statistisolletion avoids having to build statistis after run-time on a huge log �le.4.2 ease of use and extensibility4.2.1 using GTNetSGTNetS is written entirely in objet-oriented C++. The person in harge of running thesimulation starts writing the main C++ program. After inluding the appropriate pakages(espeially the simulator.h header �le), she or he builds the topology by instantiating theappropriate node, interfae and link objets. Additional protools, random �ow generatorsand start/stop times and re�ned and the simulation is started. After suessfully ompilingthe main program � using any C++ ompliant ompiler �, it is linked with the GTNetSobjet libraries. The resulting exeutable binary is simply exeuted as any other appliation.The omplete GTNetS manual an be found online [16℄.4.2.2 Implementing node mobility in GTNetSNew appliation emerge for wireless ad-ho and sensor networks. In a pervasive omputingsenario, PDAs, mobile phones or even smart wathes people wear ould ommuniate andexhange information (suh as propagating interesting loation-spei� information). Inorder to gather onsistent performane results, simulation an be used. [2℄ has shown usthe importane of the physial layer model. Here we fae another hallenge: the mobilitymodel. The mostly used random waypoint model [17℄ is lose to pedestrian movement in an

INRIA



Comparing Wireless Sensor Networks Simulators 13

Figure 6: MobiREAL's ute interfae animates the model of shopping streets in downtownOsaka [drawn from [18℄℄.open spae suh as an airport hall. This is nevertheless not realisti in most senarios, anda more general mobility model is needed.Konishi et al. have proposed a pedestrian mobility model [18℄. This model is best suitedfor urban pedestrian shopping street. Modeling starts with inputting information on thesimulation �eld. Building, walls, and roads are drawn, and hot spots are de�ned (veryattrative shops for example). Rules will then model the movement of pedestrian. Anti-ollision algorithms model the way humans walk in rowded streets without bumping intoeah other. An interesting fat is that the appliation a�ets the pedestrian's movement:when a user reeives information about a speially attrative hot spot, it will walk that way.A rule also makes the simulated pedestrians prefer non-rowded streets if they know wherethey are going.This mobility model is injeted in the MobiREAL simulation environment, whih alsoo�ers a very nie looking interfae (see Figure 6). The underlying simulation engine isGTNetS, whih provides the physial and MAC layer models.4.2.3 Modeling wireless sensor networks with GTSNetSAs wireless sensor networks an potentially omprise several tens of thousands of nodes,salability in the simulation environment is an important issues. What's more, as WSNs arevery appliation dependent, it should be easy to add ommuniation protools, for example
RR n° 6020



14 Watteyne

Figure 7: In GTSNetS, a sensor is omposed of sensing, ommuniation, omputation units,and a battery [drawn from [19℄℄.to an existing simulator. GTNetS o�ers the desired salability and extensibility, so it hasbeen extended to support WSNs. The Georgia Teh Sensor Network Simulator (GTSNetS)[19℄ o�ers various GTNetS C++ wireless sensor models. Apart from salability � whih isinherited from GTNetS � GTSNetS fouses on energy onsumption.Figure 7 illustrates the wireless sensor model used by Ould-Ahmed-Vall et al. Logially,eah one of those omponent will have a tunable C++ objet assoiated, whih all inludeseveral energy models. Details of those models an be found in [19℄, and the GTSNetSextension to GTNetS an be found online in [7℄.5 Conluding RemarksTable 1 summarizes this doument. We are interested in simulating power-aware self-organizing protools for Wireless Sensor Networks. As WSN an be omposed of a largenumber of nodes, salability is a major fator in hoosing a simulation platform. What'smore, as the results we are interested in gathering are related to power onsumption, havinga wireless sensor power onsumption model is very attrative.
INRIA



Comparing Wireless Sensor Networks Simulators 15Simulator Cost Ease of use ExtensibilityOPNET Modeler expensive graphial hardns-2 free �at model possible, open-soureGTSNetS free objet-oriented easy, open-soureSimulator Salability physial layer power onsump.OPNET Modeler 1,000 nodes 11 stage �ne model nonens-2 1,000 nodes 3 models noneGTSNetS 100,000+ nodes omplete 802.11 Wireless SensorsTable 1: Comparing the di�erent simulation environments.This leads us to the onlusion that, for out needs, the best suited simulation platformis GTNetS. Future work inlude mastering this platform. It would be interesting to seewhat energy onsumption models have been implemented, and to see if they are lose to themodels we have de�ned. What's more, as for salability, it would be interesting to see howbig a WSN we an simulate on a single proessor personal omputer, and what the overheadwould be to use a Linux-based luster.Referenes[1℄ R. M. Fujimoto, K. S. Perumalla, A. Park, H. Wu, M. H. Ammar, and G. F. Riley,�Large-sale network simulation: How big? how fast?� in 11th IEEE International Sym-posium on Modeling, Analysis, and Simulation of Computer and TeleommuniationsSystems (MASCOTS). Orlando, FL, USA: IEEE, Otober 2003, pp. 116�124.[2℄ D. Cavin, Y. Sasson, and A. Shiper, �On the auray of manet simulators,� in Work-shop on Priniples Mobile Computing (POMC). Toulouse, Frane: ACM, Otober2002, pp. 38�43.[3℄ F. Haq and T. Kunz, �Simulation vs. emulation: Evaluating mobile ad ho networkrouting protools,� in International Workshop on Wireless Ad-Ho Networks (IWWAN),London, United Kingdom, May 2005.[4℄ V. Shnayder, M. Hempstead, B. Chen, G. W. Allen, and M. Welsh, �Simulating thepower onsumption of large sale sensor network appliations,� in Conferene on Em-bedded Networked Systems (SenSy). Baltimore, Maryland, USA: ACM, November2004.[5℄ �Opnet tehnologies, in.� last visited on 16/09/2006. [Online℄. Available:http://www.opnet.om/[6℄ �Network simulator 2 home page,� last visited on16/09/2006. [Online℄. Available:http://nsnam.soureforge.net/RR n° 6020
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16 Watteyne[7℄ �Gtnets home,� last visited on 18/09/2006. [Online℄. Available:http://www.ee.gateh.edu/researh/labs/MANIACS/GTNetS/[8℄ A. S. Tanenbaum, Computer Networks, Fourth Edition, A. S. Tanenbaum, Ed. PrentieHall, August 2002.[9℄ �gnuplot homepage,� last visited on 18/09/2006. [Online℄. Available:http://www.gnuplot.info/[10℄ K. Fall and K. Varadhan, The ns manual, January 2006. [Online℄. Available:http://www.isi.edu/nsnam/ns/do/ns_do.pdf[11℄ �Nam: Network animator,� last visited on 18/09/2006. [Online℄. Available:http://www.isi.edu/nsnam/nam/[12℄ S. Kurkowski, T. Camp, N. Mushell, and M. Colagrosso, �A visualization and analysistool for ns-2 wireless simulations: inspet,� in International Symposium on Modeling,Analysis, and Simulation of Computer and Teleommuniation Systems (MASCOTS).Atlanta, GA, USA: IEEE, September 2005, pp. 503�506.[13℄ G. Riley, �Large-sale network simulations with gtnets,� in Winter Simulation Confer-ene, vol. 1. New Orleans, Louisiana, USA: IEEE, Deember 7-10 2003, pp. 676�684.[14℄ G. F. Riley, �The georgia teh network simulator,� in workshop on Models, methods andtools for reproduible network researh. Karlsruhe, Germany: ACM SIGCOMM, 2003,pp. 5�12.[15℄ X. Zhang and G. F. Riley, �Performane of routing in very large-sale mobile wireless adho networks,� in International Symposium on Modeling, Analysis, and Simulation ofComputer and Teleommuniation Systems (MASCOTS). Atlanta, GA, USA: IEEE,September 2005, pp. 115�122.[16℄ G. F. Riley, Using the Georgia Teh Network Simulator, Geor-gia Institute of Tehnology, Atlanta, GA, USA. [Online℄. Available:www.ee.gateh.edu/researh/labs/MANIACS/GTNetS/do/gtnets.pdf[17℄ B. Karp and H. Kung, �Gpsr: Greedy perimeter stateless routing for wireless networks,�in Annual International Conferene on Mobile Computing and Networking (Mobiom).ACM, August 2000, pp. 243�254.[18℄ K. Konishi, K. Maeda, K. Sato, A. Yamasaki, H. Yamaguhi, K. Yasumoto, and T. Hi-gashino, �Mobireal simulator - evaluating manet appliations in real environments,�in International Symposium on Modeling, Analysis, and Simulation of Computer andTeleommuniation Systems (MASCOTS). Atlanta, GA, USA: IEEE, September 2005,pp. 499�502.
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